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A THREE MEGAVOLT TRANSFORMER FOR PFL PULSE CHARGING* '^n--~i5 

High volLage pulse transformer powered by low voltage 
capacitor banks have proven to be slople reliable 
systems for charging pulse foraing transmission lines 
(PFL) up to the one raegavolt range. » A new trans
former has been developed which will operate up to 
three eegavolts in a PFL charging application. This 
transformer establishes the feasibility of rnultinega-
volt operation and retains the features of compactness 
and high energy transfer efficiency that has been 
characteristic of lower voltage systems. This report 
Includes a description of the physical features of the 
transforcer, Its electrical characteristics and a 
discussion of the operational results. 

Introduction 

Air core pulse transformers are an attractive alterna
tive to Marx generators for charging high voltage 
pulse forming transmission lines such as those used 
with high power electron or Ion beon accelerators. In 
general, transformer systems arc no re conp.net than Marx 
generators because the low-valtuFe, prinary capacitor 
bank Is Inherently a more dense assembly and Is 
ordinarily not operated in a tank of insulating oil. 
The resulting system requires substantially less floor 
space and docs not require separate oil storage and 
handling facilities. These simplifications yield a 
system that costs less to build and operate than a 
Harx system. 

The transformer that was built for the present experi
ments Is an air core spiral Atrip design. It 
incorporates ring cage shielding to shape the electric 
field In the margins of the transformer (Fip,. 1). 
Shaping the electric field in this manner is essential 
to preventing dielectric breakdown along the edges of 
the secondary winding. This type of transformer Is 
particularly well suited to PFL service because it is 
less vulnerable to breakdown between the final turns 
of the secondary winding from nanosecond voltage trans
ients generated by PKL discharges than helical wire 
wound transformers. The reason for this is the high 
inter-turn capacitance of strip transformers. Since 
the turnr. directly overlay each other, the capacitance 
components are directly in series to ground making the 

:total capacitance comparatively low. This charac
teristic produces uniform voltaj-.c grading through the 
thickness of the secondary winding and avoids the 
problem of wave transit tine isolation between turns. 

At Sandla Laboratories shielded spiral strip trans
formers were originally developed for a number of 
systems which operated with output voltages up to 
1 MV. » » The new transformer was tested to 2.2 
MV in an off resonance single swing charging node and 
to 3 MV in a dual resonance charging node. 

j System Description 
I 
jA 4.6 kj, ± 50 kV capacitor bank was designed and 
ibullt to provide prinary pulsed power for the system, 
'The load section consisted of a coaxial water eapnei-
|tor, a gas dielectric spark gap switch and a water 
load resistor. Photographs of the system arc shown in 
| *Thle work supported by the U.S. Uept. of Energy, 
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Fig. 2a and 2b and a cross sectional diagram in 
Fig. 3. Figure 4 is an electrical schematic of the 
system. 
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Fig. 2. a. Transformer and capacitor bank. 
Couplctc transformer tes t system. 
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Fig. 3. Cross section of Cost assembly. 

Fig. 4. Electrical scheratlc of test system. 

The capacitor bank was electrically connected to the 
transformer prionry through a p.iral"*?l plate trans— 
mission lino to minimize hookup Inductance. The bank 
was switched with a commercially available rail gap 
switch which operated repeatatly in a multichannel 
mode when filled with a gas mixture of 14.5 percent SF,-
and 85.5 percent Argon. 

The secondary load section waR connected in-line with 
the axis of the transformer. For single swing charge 
tests, the water capacitor was connected directly to 
the output of tho transformer. For the dual resonance 
tests, an oil immersed tuning Inductor was added 
between the transformer nnd lo.td capacitor. The 
housings for both the capacitor and Inductor were 
60 cm diameter tubes with acrylic Interfaces between 
the oil and water section?. The switch and load resis
tor were housed in npen top box sections which per
mitted access to the Interiors without uncoupling the 
exterior nr.sorbl>. 

The output switch was a two-electrode self-breaking 
gaa (SF f i) dielectric spark gap. The self-break level 
was varied over a range of 1 to 3 MV by controlling the 
gap pressure in the switch. 

TransforoeT 

The transformer has a single turn primary surrounding 
a 42-turn secondary winding. The active width of both 
windings is 30 cm. Eight layers of 0.019 cm thick 
polyester flln provide the turn to turn Insulation 
between the 0.025 cm thick copper turns. The total 
winding thicknens for 42 turns Is 7.6 en and at 3 MV 
operates at a mean dielectric stress of approximately 
450 kV/on. 

The width of the polyester Insulation is 60 cm which 
leaves a 15 cm margin on both sides of the copper 
winding. These margins are enclosed Inside a concen
tric ring cage built into the core and case of the 
trnnsfcrmer. The function of the ring cages is to 
maintain a coaxial field distribution across the 
margins which is nearly parallel to the uniform field 
through the thickness of the winding. The equipotcn-
tial lines outside the winding are thereby prevented 
from bending sharply around the edges of the thin 
winding conductor and creating highly enhanced electric 
fields which could cause insulation breakdown. 

To allow free passage of the magnetic field through 
the ring cage and prevent induced currents from fluwlng 
in the rings, the rings are arranpod with a longitudi
nal separation of 0.32 cm find arc Individually split 
to form one or more gaps in the hoop direction. The 
two ring sets In the case have one gap per ring and 
the two sets on the core have four gaps. The gaps in 
the caee rings arc aligned with the slot in the primary 
turn. They arc connected together electrically and to 
the primary turn along a single line opposite the 
slot* On the core, each of the foi r groups of ring 
segments In the two sets is connected to the slotted 
core cylinder along n single line through its mid 
section. The purpose of making line connections 
opposite the gaps in the ring cageii is to prevent 
breakdown across the gaps from high voltage transients 
which have rise or fall times shorter than the wave 
transit tine around the rings. With raid point connec
tions, a fast voltage pulse swoops symmetrically around 
the rings in opposite directions. When the two uavc 
fronts meet at a gap, tho voltage difference .icroes it 
is essentially zero. 

For structural reasons Che transformer case was made 
of two 60 cm diameter filament wound fiberglass 
reinforced polyester tube sections with integral 
flanges. Those flanges support the acrylic end plates 
of the transformer and provide a rigid connection to 
the external load system. The primary turn, located 
between the fiberglass case sections, is also part of 
the ct rue rural assembly. It is attached to the- fiber
glass Lections through shallow flanges around each 
edge of the turn. When fully assembled, the trans
former was scaled so that the interior volume war. 
liquid tight. It was then filled with oil and vacuum 
impregnated for n period of approximately three weeks 
before electrical tests began. 

The Inductance parameters of tho transformer wore 
initially calculated and later confirmed by measure
ments. They art- given In Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

Transformer Inductance 

Primary Inductance 0.590 /Hi 
Secondary inductance 488 //II 
Mutual Inductance 14 /il? 
Coupling coefficient 0.83 

Operational Results 

The transformer system was first operated "n an 
off resonance single swing chaiging mode. For these 
tests, the capacitor bank was directly coupled to the 
transformer prlnary in a minimum Inductance configuration 
nnd the trnnsfomrr output tod dircttly to the 1.1 nF 
load capacitor. The c' -go transfer time w.is 1 /ia as 
shown by tr.« vuvefortu i Fig. 5. The system was tested 
at successively higher voltages to a maximum of 2.2 KV. 
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Fig. 5. Secondary capacitor v 
chirge node. Voltage 
1 j/s/dlv. 

iltage In single swing 
- 0.5 MV/div. Sweep = 

This level correoponded to ;* 50 kV charge on the 
primary capacitor bank and an energy transfer effi
ciency of 58 percent. 

For the second aeries of teres the system was converted 
to a dual resonance charging mode ' where the maximum 
voltage on the load capacitor was reached on the second 
or reverse voltage excursion. Converting the system 
to this node of operation involved changing the load 
capacitor to 0.76 nF and adding additional inductance 
to both the primary and secondary sections of the 
circuit ta match the open circuit frequencies and 
simultaneously reduce the effective coupling coeffi
cient to 0.6. The tuni.iR inductors added were 0.07 /ji! 
on the primary sice and 328 //H on the secondary side. 

With the syste'j converted to a dual resonance mode, 
the tot?1 charge transfer t^ae was 3.0 /is. A typical 
output voir.if/' waveform in shown in Fip,. 6. The system 
was tested at prngrest i vcly higher voltages up to and 
including the 3 KV level. At 3 HV, the primary capaci
tor bank was charger" to + 15 kV which corresponded to 
an energy transfer efficiency of 91 percent. 

margins which are designed to avoid eddy current loops 
In the assembly. The transformer operates with high 
energy transfer efficiency in the multi-megavolt range 
with its physical and electrical characteristics scaled 
from design procedures developed for lower voltage 
systems. 
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Fig. 6. Secondary capaciLor voltage in dual resonance-
charge node. Voltage = 1.0 MV/div. Sweep •= 
1 us/dlv. 

Throughout tlic testing no pcrlou*? difficulties were 
encountered. At approximately 2.2 HV a minor flasiiover 
occurred along an acrylic winding support in the trans
former. Removal of these supports prevented reoccurrence 
of this problem up tj the full design voltage. Between 
2.5 and 3 HV, periodic breakdowns occurred In the 
water capacitor which precluded the possibility of 
taking the eye torn to a higher voltage. 

! Conclusions 
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The experiments with the 3 HV transformer clearly 
I deconttCratc the feasibility of multl-Gegnvolt trnns-
I former operation for pulse charging applications. The 
[ k«y Co obtaining reliable performance with a spiral 
i scrip transformer lies in proper electric field 
1 shaping In the margins of the transformer without 
i disrupting the magnetic field. This can be achieved 
{ by utilizing concentric ring cages in the transformer 
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